
Communitas EST 
“One candle in the 

midst of a circle 
represents the gift 

each one of us 
brings to others in a 
circle of support – a 

circle of friends” 

I would like to thank George and Pat for allowing me 
to use this newsletter to share some writing that is 
consistent with the vision and values of Communitas.  
I do so in my current capacity as an instructor at the 
university level as I prepare teacher candidates to work 
in more inclusive education settings.

Ernie Pancsofar�
Central Connecticut State University

VOLUME 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– 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Do I teach to the Label or the Child Inside?
At the conclusion of each semester I 
ask students for feedback about what 
they learned in the recently 
completed course.  I use both the 
department generated feedback 
questionnaire and a more informal 
process to solicit this feedback.
Several years ago, as part of a student 
teaching  celebration,  I  composed  a 
parody  to  Billy  Joel’s  “Piano  Man”.  
The  chorus  and  three  of  the  versus 
include:

Lesson Plan Man
It’s two o’clock on a Saturday
My friends are nowhere in sight
All of my lessons in front of me
Oh how they give me a fright.
This is the end of my journey
I’ll be a real teacher quite soon.
Just a few more weeks in front of me
As I add more words to my tune.
La la la, de de da
la la, de de da da da
(chorus)
Give me an “A” for my lesson plan.
Give me an “A” for my work.
I’ve stayed up till five
On a Krispey Kreme high
So I won’t have to be a sales clerk!

Now Mary has a label of L.D.
Bob has that label too.
Nick is so quick to want to be picked
ADHD sticks on him like glue.
Do I teach to a label or the child inside?
Do I teach to the labels I see?
Or are Mary and Bob and Nick and Diane
More than labels to you and to me?
La la la, de de da �
la la, de de da da da 
(chorus)  

For Monday I wrote my lessons so well �
I planned every word that I’d say. �
But Mary was sick And Bob he was picked �
To go to the office that day. �
I tried just as hard to teach what I could �
The lessons I made went awry �
Sometimes to try is all you can do �
The students will understand why.
La la la, de de da �
la la, de de da da da 
(chorus) 

It is important for teachers, in 
preparation to work with 

students, to look beyond the 
labels and find the individual 

gifts and talents that ALL 
students have. 
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Do I teach to the Label or the Child Inside? (continued)

In this course ten points of emphasis 
that you will/did learn about include:

 communicating using people 
first language; 

 using the home as an enrichment 
environment to practice skills 
recently learned in the 
classroom;

 practicing decision making 
skills to work as a member of a 
team when resolving a current 
challenge;

 learning how parents are a key 
player in the development of 
goals/objectives for their son/
daughter;

 delivering instruction that 
follows a levels of intensity 
framework in which you 
provide increasing depth of 
feedback based on each 
student’s understanding;

 investigating a lesson using a 
curriculum matrix organizer to 
identify how students in special 
education can participate more 
fully in the general education 
classroom;

 identifying the role of 
stereotypes in the media and the 
general public that get in the 
way of providing a welcoming 
environment in the general 
education classroom;

 assessing students that take 
multiple formats and the teacher 
holds great power in choosing to 
accentuate the learning process 
as opposed to “completed 
product-based” evaluation;

 setting a positive atmosphere/
climate in the classroom through 
the use of universal design that 
tends to lessen the stigma of 
differences and embraces the 
concept of commonalities;

 viewing challenges from an 
ecological perspective and 
appreciating the paradox of 
circumstances within which 
teachers function.

Naturally, the course covers much 
more than the ten highlights I have 
articulated, but notice there is no 
mention of:

 distinguishing among the major 
types of cerebral palsy;

 writing out the definition of 
“intellectual disability” as it is 
followed by the CT State 
Department of Education;

 identifying the difference 
between Down syndrome and 
Turner syndrome;

 defining the physical 
characteristics of a student with 
Fetal Alcohol syndrome;

 facts, facts and more facts . . .
At no time do I intend to limit the 
amount of information to which you 
can access in this course.  . . . Some of 
your learning will occur because you 
choose to adopt the role of a student 
on a path of self-discovery in areas I 
might only briefly mention.

Each of our journeys reflects 
our own unique path of 

discovery. 
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The Questions on Our Mind �
(to the tune of Blowin’ In the Wind)

How many times will it take till we know �
that all children don’t learn all the same?
How many times will we not turn our head �
And see the harm done in testing’s good name?
Yes, and how many years will it take till we show �
that it’s not the children we should blame?
Please hear my words, my friend. �
Don’t lie to our children. �
Make learning fun and meaningful for all.

How can we teach to a child who’s not there �
a child in poverty and more?
How many times must we search for a cause �
that’s hidden by a single testing score?
Yes, and how many times will the children cry out, �
“Get us out of this rotten testing game?”
Please hear my words, my teacher �
And try real hard to reach her. �
Make learning fun and meaningful for all.

How many subjects must we lay by the side and �
only work on reading skills and math?
Yes, and how many hours can our students explore �
all the skills to continue on life’s path?
How many voices must cry out in the dark �
that the tests fall far from the mark?
Please hear my words, my friend. �
We’re hurting our children. �
Make learning fun and meaningful for all.

I, and many of my peers, are concerned about the current pressures on all 
students when assessed via the high-stakes, yearly tests that purport to 
measure success.  Instead, wouldn’t it be nice if all students had their own 
person-centered plan that evolved from circles of support.  In essence, 
every one would have his/her own IEP – only if their first name was 
Frank, he would have an FIP – Frank’s Individualized Program.
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                         Moving On 
Before I teach this course again �
I like to look at where I’ve just been.
Overall, I’m quite satisfied and clear �
About what I included in this course last year. 
However, there is always that nagging doubt �
That hides in the background and lurks about. 
Is “quite satisfied” what I want to feel �
Or, is there another way that would be more real? 
What pleases one student another finds fault �
One student likes pepper the other - more salt. 
What I come to realize each semester is this �
The changes I make are both a hit and a miss. 
But change I must – for my own piece of mind �
Every semester is one of a kind! 
The class is my outlet for creativity and more �
I wonder next week what there will be in store 
And the feedback I receive keeps me honest and true �
I’m on the right track  - this class is for you! 

I share this poem with 
students in my class to let 
them know how pleased I 

am to be their guide in 
learning the content of this 
course.  My work with them 
brings out the creativity in 

me just as I want them to be 
creative in how they 

approach their future work 
as teachers.

I offer choices for how each student 
explores the content of the courses in which 

I am their instructor.  What each student 
chooses to discover is based on his/her 

appetite for learning and commitment to the 
values of an inclusive education for all.
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Being the Best�
Ernie Pancsofar �

(inspired by Bob Blue) 
There will always be someone better than you.
It doesn’t mean not to try your best.
There will always be someone better than you.
You can be different than all the rest.

Champions will not be champions forever.
A new one always takes their place.
Champions will not be champions forever�
You have to run your very own race.

Everyone makes mistakes each day�
Pick yourself up each time you fall.�
Everyone makes mistakes each day�
You are just human after all.

Being different is really OK�
Even when we just want to be normal.�
Being different is really OK�
To our dog, our cat or even our gerbil.

No one looks the same as you.�
You’re as different as different can be.�
No one looks the same as you.�
You are you - - - and I am me.

Be the best that you can be�
And things will turn out in the end.�
Be the best that you can be�
And sing this song once again. 

One of my mentors is Bob 
Blue, with whose work I 

became acquainted through 
Communitas.  I have used 

Bob’s song Courage 
throughout my teaching 

and would urge any reader 
not yet familiar with his 

work to access his website: 
http://www.bobblue.org/
pages/Couragepage.html 

I wrote the lyrics “Being the 
Best” as my tribute to Bob 
Blue and I think he would 
have liked it.  Bob passed 

away on St. Patrick’s Day in 
2006.  
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                         Purpose
Blisters hurtin' - - Nothin's certain. �
Cursed be those who cry and scream.�
Blisters turn to callous soon �
Learn from those who live their dream.
Everyone has many talents �
To use  - - not throw away �
And we often have to answer to �
Our conscious day by day. 
No one can tell us exactly how long �
The length of time is along the way �
So live each day to the full extent �
And at life's end you'll have lots to say 
About inner feelings of what is right �
And in what direction you did go �
And how you used your talents and gifts �
In a way that only you did know. 
The road can be long - The path can be steep. �
It's a journey of wonder and delight �
And the strength you build along the way �
Makes your goals turn out just right. 
Wonder, awe, peace and love �
Are the ultimate aspirations �
Of a life well lived and a time well spent �
In our final deliberations. 

The elements that 
continue to surface in Dr. 
Pancsofar’s courses that 

contribute to his 
definition of being a 
successful instructor.

This poster is a reminder 
each day that I can 

facilitate discussion 
among teachers who 

develop their own 
solutions, but I do not 
have their ANSWER!
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This visual organizer 
captures some key and 

defining elements 
associated with the 
condition of Down 
syndrome.  Many 

individuals have several 
of these ingredients as 

part of their lives.  I 
often ask students to use 

this type of acrostic 
organizer to identify 

attributes of a condition 
and then use a similar 
acrostic organizer to 

define attributes of the 
person with Down 

syndrome.  (See the last 
page for a comparison.)

Students in my courses often recommend 
some terrific books that they are reading.  
An art teacher suggested Beautiful Oops! 
and I immediately ordered a copy.  Now, I 

am suggesting that everyone obtain his/her 
own copy.  Let’s celebrate the mistakes our 

students make and change them into 
beautiful oops on their learning path.
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This is better!  You will meet Dave 
Smithson and his attributes contained 
in this visual organizer will be much 
more important for you to know than 
the fact that he has Down syndrome.
When students in my courses realize 

the importance of teaching to the 
person and not the label, true learning 
has occurred and this learning cannot 

be measured in an exam/test.

I appreciate this opportunity to 
share some of my work with you 
and thank George and Pat for the 

chance to do to.
Ernie Pancsofar�

Central Connecticut State University


